When he’s not starring in photo-shoots, promoting major brands on his headwear, Macca enjoys football and going out for a run. For relaxation he enjoys chilling out to the sounds of post-grunge-pop-rockers, The Foo Fighters!

**Name:** Scott McAuley  
**Age:** 27  
**Club:** Woodbury Park G&CC, Devon  
**Position:** Senior Greenkeeper  
**Nickname:** Macca

1. **How long have you been greenkeeping?**  
10 years

2. **What was it about the career that attracted you?**  
I always liked the outdoor life and I enjoyed greenkeeping from the moment I started out

3. **If you weren't a greenkeeper what do you think you’d be?**  
A Countryside Ranger or an Environmentalist

4. **Which task do you most enjoy doing and why?**  
I was given a project to build nine artificial tees for my NVQ3 that I am doing at Duchy college and I enjoyed the planning, ordering and the building – everything from start to finish

5. **Which task do you least enjoy doing and why?**  
Digging drainage lines by hand. We have a sand stone soil with a high clay content so it sticks to everything making it a slow job.

6. **What one thing - other than a pay rise - would improve the greenkeepers’ lot?**  
A mini digger (no more hand digging drain lines)

7. **Hobbies?**  
Football, running

8. **Favourite Band?**  
Foo Fighters

9. **Which team do you support (football or otherwise)?**  
Tottenham Hotspur

10. **What is your claim to fame?**  
1996 Ten Tors expedition I was on the news for being one of the few teams to finish in worst weather recorded